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Abstract 

This thesis analyzes the lyrics of four different extreme metal songs and their LGBTQ, or queer, 

themes and the goal is to find how queer elements are present in extreme metal lyrics. The lyrics 

will be analyzed with an approach combining queer theory, cultural research, and close reading. 

The four songs chosen for the analysis are based on my own tastes and either clear evidence of 

LGBTQ themes in lyrics or LGBTQ background of a band member. The analysis is split into 

different sections, each focused on a certain subject. The aim of this thesis is to bring light into 

different ways LGBTQ elements can be found in genres of extreme metal music, where one might 

be surprised to find such elements. The analysis found that there are certain LGBTQ topics that are 

common in all the analyzed songs and that there are multiple ways to show these themes. 

 

Tiivistelmä 

Tämä tutkielma analysoi neljän eri extreme metallimusiikin kappaleen lyriikoita ja niiden LGBTQ-

elementtejä. Tutkielma pyrkii näyttämään, miten LGBTQ-elementit ovat läsnä extreme 

metallimusiikin lyriikoissa. Näitä lyriikoita tullaan analysoimaan lähestymistavalla, joka yhdistää 

queer-tutkimusta, kulttuurintutkimusta ja lähilukua. Analyysiin valitut neljä kappaletta perustuvat 

omaan extreme metallimusiikin makuuni ja joko lyriikoiden selviin LGBTQ-elementteihin tai 

yhtyeiden jäsenien LGBTQ-taustoihin. Analyysi on jaettu eri osioihin, jotka keskittyvät tiettyyn 

aiheeseen. Tämän analyysin tarkoitus on tuoda esille tapoja, joilla LGBTQ-elementit voivat esiintyä 

sellaisissa extreme metallimusiikin alalajeissa, joista ei välttämättä niitä odottaisi löytyvän. 

Analyysin tuloksia ovat tiettyjen teemojen selvä edustus lyriikoissa ja eri tavat, joilla yhtyeet tuovat 

esille näitä teemoja.  
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1. Introduction 

Lyrics are an excellent form of expression. In addition to storytelling, boasting and celebrating 

different things, they can also be used to voice out things such as personal woes, injustice, and 

discrimination of marginalized groups. While popular music often features lyrical content such as 

partying and love, there are often more somber and serious themes such as anti-war, societal 

problems, and anti-discrimination. This is not always the case when it comes to heavy metal music. 

There are quite a many songs criticizing war and the destruction they will cause, and sometimes the 

lyrics glamorize war, but things such as discrimination against different races, sexual minorities, 

and queer problems, for example, are not that often explored. During the past decade especially, the 

rights of sexual minorities have been a popular topic and the LGBTQIA-communities have started 

to become more vocal on the discrimination they suffer from every day. Different artists and bands 

have also started to spread that message through music. This has also reached metal musicians.  

 

As a member of a sexual minority, being generally interested in different expressions of non-

heteronormative experiences, and as an avid metal music fan, it only felt natural that my research 

question would be this: how are queer elements present in extreme metal music lyrics? This topic is 

worth investigating as the metal music community, which is often called “scene”, is thought to be 

very accepting and welcoming to all kinds of people, but there are frigid, unwritten guidelines on 

how to act, look, and behave in the scene. To protest that and the general injustice and 

discrimination against different sexual minorities, some bands and artists have created songs 

containing LGBTQIA themes, sometimes directly and sometimes in a bit more abstract way. In this 

thesis, I will analyze four different metal songs from four bands, with all of them dealing with 

LGBTQIA experiences and often featuring non-heteronormative people. My goal is to show how 

queer people in metal music and people outside of the expected metal features, which are white 

heterosexual men, bring out their queerness, its elements, difficulties, and experiences, in the lyrics 

of their songs. 

 

Queer elements in metal music are not a new phenomenon and queer people, such as the lead singer 

of the famous heavy metal band Judas Priest and the person who almost singlehandedly created the 

heavy metal aesthetic, Rob Halford, came out as gay in 1998. More recently, the former lead singer 

of the black metal band Gorgoroth, Gaahl, came out in 2008. Both have stated that they have never 

had any kind of negative experiences relating to their sexual orientation and coming out. However, 
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it would be naïve to think that the heavy metal scene, especially when it comes to “heavier” styles 

such as black metal and doom metal, is unrequitedly accepting and open to people outside of the 

“heavy metal identity triad”, a term attributed to Kahn-Harris (2016), which is white, heterosexual, 

and male. Therein lies the paradox of heavy metal acceptance: you are accepted into the heavy 

metal fan scene, no matter your skin color, sexuality, or other features, but only if you do exactly 

like the white heterosexual men have done before. 

 

What is queer? The word itself came into English language in the 16th century, meaning strange or 

odd, and things that are not “normal”. In the late 19th century, it pejoratively usually referred to 

feminine men or gay men. However, during the late 20th century, the term changed to something 

that is closer to the way it is used in discourse today. According to Love (2014), during the AIDS 

crisis in the late 1980s and early 1990s, it was reclaimed by activists as a slogan, “to capture the 

radical energies of struggles for sexual and gender freedom-”. Love also mentions that “queer is 

associated primarily with nonnormative desires and sexual practices- “, and “…valences of strange, 

odd, and perplexing, was also meant to indicate a range of nonnormative sexual practices and 

gender identifications beyond gay and lesbian.” With these in mind, it can be said that queer is an 

umbrella term for sexual and gender related things that do not fit the definition of 

“heteronormative”. Still, the heavy history of the word should not be easily forgotten, and some 

people still use the word as a pejorative, but unless one means to hurt with it, it is no longer 

considered to be a hurtful word. In this thesis, I will use queer and LGBTQ interchangeably and 

while sometimes they are considered to mean the same things, this is not always the case. 

 

When it comes to the acronyms used to refer to the sexual minorities, I will use “LGBTQ” from 

now on for the sake of brevity. This letter string is also often debated and different variations of this 

exists, with LGBT being the most common. The letters stand for lesbian, gay, bisexual and trans, 

and other variations include Q for questioning and queer, and I for intersex and a plus symbol 

(LGBTQI+) to refer to all other gender variations. Sometimes 2 is also used for two-spirit, used by 

some indigenous North Americans to refer to third gender or variants of it in their cultures. 
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2. Background 

The material I will research consists of four different metal songs from different genres that all can 

be classified as “extreme metal”.  The classifications of extreme metal are varied and there are no 

rules on how a song/band must sound to belong to a particular genre, but usually it is easy to 

distinguish a more extreme style of metal from other styles. Extreme metal often incorporates things 

that can be understood as not “radio friendly”, for example: abrasive instrumentals and vocals, very 

fast or very slow tempo which can vary massively during a single song, macabre lyrics often either 

screamed or growled, and in some cases very chaotic song structures. Example genres, some of 

which are also the songs analyzed in this thesis, are funeral doom, blackened crustpunk, mathcore, 

deathgrind, and sludge metal. Some of these genres will be explained in more detail in the next 

section alongside the bands and the songs. The genres are not very rigid, and for example, sludge 

metal bands often incorporate elements from blues and other genres outside of metal, and bands in 

the extreme metal categories often do not like to be categorized.  

 

2.1 Research material 

In this section, I will present the research material used in this thesis and introduce the bands, songs, 

and some parts that were relevant to this thesis. 

 

2.1.1 Songs and their lyrics 

The songs I have chosen for the thesis are as follows:  

• Cattle Decapitation – Forced Gender Reassignment 

• Iskra – Acceptance Not Tolerance 

• PUPIL SLICER – Panic Defence 

• Thou - Transcending Dualities 

 

The motivation for picking these songs is a compilation of my own tastes in (extreme) metal music 

and either clear evidence of LGBTQ themes in lyrics or the LGBTQ background of a band member. 
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The lyrics of the songs have been acquired from different online sources. Some of the lyrics have 

been posted online along with the tracks itself by the band on sites dedicated to uploading music, 

such as Bandcamp.com. Other lyrics have been acquired from sites dedicated to storing and 

displaying lyrics, such as Genius.com. To make sure that the lyrics provided by unofficial sources 

are correct, I have listened to these songs while reading the lyrics and outside of minor 

typographical errors, the lyrics have matched the song. However, this is not possible in the cases 

where singing is so abrasive that it is impossible to understand (such as Iskra’s song). 

 

2.2 Information on the songs and the bands 

 

2.2.1 Iskra – Acceptance Not Tolerance 

Iskra is a black metal band from Canada. Created in 2002, they originally played crust punk, which 

is a combination of punk rock and extreme metal. Later in their career they adopted more black 

metal elements in their sound, causing some listeners to label them as blackened crust punk. On 

their website they call their music anarchist metal, which is also their political view. The band does 

not feature LGBTQ members, but their lyrics often feature LGBTQ issues. 

 

Acceptance Not Tolerance is the third song on their self-titled debut album, released in 2004. It is 

worth mentioning that for a black metal adjacent band, they were very early to talk about such 

things in their music. 

 

2.2.2 Thou – Transcending Dualities 

Thou takes a completely different approach to the queer experience than Iskra on their song 

Transcending Dualities from their 2018 release Magus. Instead of evoking hardcore punk aesthetics, 

Thou’s brooding, and slow sludge metal brings to light the euphoria and the struggles non-binary 

people have in current western societies. Sludge metal is a subgenre of doom metal, which 

incorporates elements of punk rock, with industrial and grunge rock of the 90s being other 

important influences. Much like doom metal, sludge metal is often slow, but it also has fast-paced 

sections and often uses dissonance to create an oppressive atmosphere. 
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Bryan Funck, the singer of the band, mentioned in a 2018 interview for the website Echoes And 

Dust that the lyrics of the album were inspired by “Dispelling the enchantments of the physical 

world. Social culling. The victory of reasoning over emotions. Ending the capitulation to ingrained 

societal dynamics. Ligotti, Ciorin, Bakker, the Me Too movement, trans and non-binary 

ascendancy.” (Brown, 2018)  

 

In addition, the description of the album on the band’s Bandcamp page reads as follows: 

 

This is album is dedicated to the sacred ego, that wellspring of individuality and unique 

complexity. Sing the song of the Inner Voice. Recite the hymns to the Celestial Will. Rebuke 

all desire to succumb to corrosive idolatry—be it the militancy of extremity, the beneficence of 

untempered ideology, or the divinity of cherished relationships. Rebuke the impulse to 

capitulation, to hide beneath of hard shell of callous disregard and secede from the world. We 

surrender our power only to those worthy of wielding it. And we will not hesitate to strip 

authority from and war against all those that prove unworthy. 

 

In this text, we can see the societal expectations the band criticizes, focusing on the experiences of 

the individual and rejecting idolatry and things attributed with divinity, a direct reference to 

discrimination justified by religion. 

 

Thou has a very distinct lyrical style. The usage of very descriptive and obscure words creates an 

atmosphere that is cosmic yet regal. Combined with the theme of “non-binary ascendancy”, as 

Funck mentioned in the interview, it is a celebration of sexual liberation and a wishful yet pained 

hope for a future, where the current-day criticism and discrimination of non-heteronormative 

lifestyle is a thing of the past. The band features a non-binary member, KC Stafford, who plays the 

guitar and provides vocals, and highly likely helped write some of the songs. 
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2.2.3 Pupil Slicer – Panic Defence 

The British band Pupil Slicer (stylized as PUPIL SLICER) delivers the shortest song of the thesis, 

but what they lose with length, they make it up with the intensity and grim subject matter of the 

song. The band plays chaotic mathcore, which is an amalgamation of multiple genres. It has its 

roots in hardcore punk and extreme metal, with influences from math rock (rock music with focus 

on complex rhythms, uncommon time signatures, and extended, dissonant chords). The prefix 

chaotic usually refers to the structure of the songs; things like tempo changes, varying lengths, and 

general abrasive sound are staples of the genre. The track Panic Defence (as mentioned, the band is 

British, therefore defence instead of defense) is the fourth track in their debut album Mirrors, 

released in 2021. 

 

The singer of the band, Kate Davies, is trans, but mentioned in a 2021 interview for Sputnikmusic 

that while the lyrical themes for the album are inspired by dysphoria, they wrote the songs before 

“coming out”, but that the central focus is dysphoria (Schroer, 2021). Dysphoria is a state of 

discomfort or unease and is the opposite of euphoria. Transpeople often have gender dysphoria, 

which means a mismatch of perceived gender identity and gender assigned at birth. A similar 

phenomenon is body dysmorphia, which means a state of disconnectedness to your own body and 

difficulties finding your preferred body. Especially genitalia regions are a major source of body 

dysmorphia for transgendered people. 

 

2.2.4 Cattle Decapitation – Forced Gender Reassignment 

Cattle Decapitation is a California-based deathgrind band formed in 1996. Their lyrical content 

often features animal rights and liberation, the cost of human existence on nature and sometimes 

societal problems, so it is not a surprise that the band also wrote a song focusing on gender 

dysphoria. The band does not feature any LGBTQ members. The genre of deathgrind is a 

combination of death metal and grindcore (hardcore punk and heavy metal combined to create very 

fast, abrasive and often short songs with violent lyrical content), fusing the technical aspects of the 

former with the speed, brutality, and intensity of the latter.  
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Forced Gender Reassignment is the fourth track on their 2012 album Monolith of Inhumanity. The 

song, alongside with its music video, created some controversy during their premiere, but it was 

generally received well.  
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3. Theories and methods used in lyrical analysis 

For theory, I have used my own background in LGBTQ life, which is reinforced by reading a great 

amount of randomly assorted texts relating to different LGBTQ topics during my life, including 

people’s personal experiences, books on queer history, lectures and courses on queer topics, news 

topics, and academic works. I have also read books or parts of them for this thesis specifically to 

find my own place within the word queer, but as I do not find any worth in defining myself in an 

encyclopaedical manner, these works do not define me completely. Rather, I have used the books 

and the definitions and theories within them to be able to put my thoughts into text more clearly. 

Therefore, they are more of a rough guide than the complete driving force behind my analysis. 

Some of them are Heavy Metal, Gender and Sexuality: Interdisciplinary Approaches (Heesch, 

2016), The Ashgate Research Companion to Queer Theory (Giffney & Rourke, 2016) and TSQ: 

Transgender Studies Quarterly (Love, 2014). Of course, more works have affected my own 

thinking and understanding of the queer lifestyle and living during my years as a queer person, but 

rather than being straight references and guides, they have instead created a point of view that is 

highly personal. 

 

There are previous analyses of heavy metal song lyrics, but they have not been done in any bigger 

manner in an academical setting. There are some studies focusing on the origins of the heavy metal 

aesthetics, which as mentioned earlier, is almost singlehandedly credited to Rob Halford of Judas 

Priest. Song lyrics outside of heavy metal have also been analyzed from a queer perspective, such as 

Beyoncé by Mackley-Crump and Zemke in Baade and McGee (2021). For heavy metal, Oksanen 

(2011) has analyzed traditional masculinity, shame, and alcohol in Finnish metal lyrics. 

 

While lyric analysis is not a brand-new phenomenon, it is still not explored much. Therefore, there 

is no correct approach when it comes to lyric analysis. My approach is a combination of queer 

theory, cultural research, and close reading. While there are elements of other research approaches, 

these three have the most relevance. Queer theory is a broad term, and it varies depending on the 

researcher. With help from the works mentioned in this section, I classify it as the study of non-

heteronormative gender and sexuality.  
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4. Analysis 

In this part I will analyze the four songs mentioned earlier. The analysis focuses on word choices, 

references, themes, intertextuality, and metaphors. It will be split into sections, each discussing 

different themes present in the lyrics. Every song will not be present in every section, nor every 

verse or line will be analyzed. 

 

4.1 Intertextual connections to discourse 

Intertextuality is a common tool for lyrics, and all these songs implement it in some manner. 

LGBTQ rights have been a popular topic for a long time, and while generally these rights have been 

on an upward trend, there are still many people and groups that do not believe that LGBTQ people 

deserve rights. A major part of this is often related to religion, as using holy texts such Bible and its 

passages is and has been quite common. Another part related to this is right-wing conservatism, as 

in some western countries the conservatives do not believe transgender people to be transgender or 

queer in any way, but that they are somehow mentally ill or “broken”, or just otherwise not 

deserving of same rights as straight people. Other queer things are also often discussed, such as 

non-binary versus binary gender identity and transgender rights in juridical situations, but they will 

be discussed in different sections. 

 

In their song Acceptance Not Tolerance, Iskra displays frustration and anger due to some people 

rousing anti-queer ideals and ponders what causes such thinking. Verses from two to five of the 

song are as follows: 

 

Why are you threatened 

by one’s choice of lover? 

You say it is morally inferior 

for the same sex to love another. 

 

Your hatred affirms your values 

Taught by faith-based institutions. 

Your hatred is the result 

Of myths and illusions. 
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Many have eyes but cannot see 

Bigotry is a product of our society. 

Prejudiced value systems 

Imposed by religious orthodoxy. 

 

The right wing openly denounce queer 

Creating a culture of distrust and fear. 

State parties sanctioning xenophobia 

Promoting their supremacist utopia. 

 

Here, Iskra brings about the antagonists of the song: religious fundamentalists and right-wing 

politicians. These two often have ties to each other, as right-wing people are much more often 

religious to a more serious degree when compared to left-wing people (Lee et al., 2018).  

 

As the opposing force of the queer peoples has been found, the song suggests reasons as to why 

these people discriminate them: religious fundamentality. Different Bible passages are often used as 

a weapon towards queer people. Two of such passages in the Old Testament are as follows: “Do not 

have sexual relations with a man as one does with a woman; that is detestable.” (New International 

Version, 1983, Lev. 18:22) and “If a man has sexual relations with a man as one does with a 

woman, both of them have done what is detestable. They are to be put to death; their blood will be 

on their own heads.” (New International Version, 1983, Lev. 20:13). In many recent studies, these 

lines have been focused on a lot, with results often pointing towards them not being about current-

day homosexuality, being transgender, or anything like that. However, the religious right-wing 

people often do not care for this and usually use passages from the Bible only when they have 

something to gain from it or if they can read is as a justification for their discrimination. The second 

verse is an obvious criticism of such an approach. Historically, the Christian churches have not had 

a positive history with queer people. This does not mean that homophobia, transphobia, etc. is only 

because of whatever the church teaches, rather it is more likely to be fear of not understanding 

something different and possibly new to them. 
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The fifth verse sees the return of the punk-esque criticism of political parties, as a right-wing 

political party uses legislative attempts to create LGBTQ hatred and xenophobia and trying to 

promote a “supremacist utopia”. In this context, xenophobia very likely refers to anyone not native 

to Canada, and may have special focus on non-Christians, such as Muslims or Hindus. When it 

comes to social issues, right-wing parties in Canada and in every country usually do not cater 

towards LGBTQ people, immigrants, and refugees, often trying to either completely stop 

immigration to their respective countries and removing existing rights or blocking new legislations 

which might grant these rights. Canada has a reputation for being at least fair for LGBTQ people 

and immigrants, as the Liberal Party of Canada has usually had a progressive stance and they have 

held the power for most of the 20th century and in the 2010s to current day. 

 

Gays and lesbians are a ‘threat to innocent children’ 

Gays and lesbians are ‘rampant with disease’ 

Gays and lesbians are ‘corrupting society’ 

Gays and lesbians are ‘the same as murderers and thieves’ 

 

The sixth verse echoes the statements these antagonists might make the gays and lesbians the 

enemy of the common people. The first three statements are still often used by LGBTQ-

discriminating people in many western countries, even trying to apply pedophilia as a standard 

feature of being transgender, with either genuine pedophiles or more usually internet trolls 

portraying themselves as “MAPs” (Minority Attracted Person) and trying to add the letter P to the 

LGBTQ acronym as a smear campaign to raise concern on the conservative and other right-wing 

reactionary groups. Pedophiles trying to gain wind for their own cause is not a completely recent 

event, as in the 1970s and 1980s, an activist group known as Paedophile Information Exchange 

tried to use the then-new gay rights and liberation movements to justify their pedophilia. These 

attacks are often disregarded as non sequiturs (there is no connection with being transgender and 

pedophilia) and slippery slopes (transgender people bathroom debate) and fortunately, there has not 

been any kind of major success with these attacks. 

 

The second line, “rampant with disease”, refers to the AIDS epidemic of the 1980s and 1990s, as 

there were multiple cases of the disease in homosexual men of Los Angeles, New York City and 

San Francisco. This is often used as a weapon against homosexuality and other sexual minorities, 
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implying that they all have AIDS or other diseases and that they are actively and purposedly 

spreading them. Compared to the earlier line, this is much less used in the western worlds, as beliefs 

such as AIDS spreading through contact such as shaking hands have been debunked. 

The third line, “corrupting society”, is often used in conjunction with the previous two lines, as 

certain discriminatory people think homosexuality is something that corrupts people and society by 

extension. The final part referring to murderers and thieves is something that is not often heard 

today and personally I have never heard this kind of argument against the LGBTQ people, but 

murder and thievery can be used to refer to lower-class communities, where crime rate is higher, 

often due to poor living conditions and therefore being bad or “corrupted”. It could also refer to the 

infamous gay serial killers of the past, such as John Wayne Gacy and Jeffrey Dahmer. Considering 

the time when these two serial killers were active, the rights of gay people were not very great and 

the fact that these killers were indeed gay did not help the gay population of USA at all, instead 

painting them in a very negative light. 

 

Thou has a very distinct style to lyrics, and intertextuality to different writings and discourse is 

prevalent in their songs, whether current politics or older writings. The third verse of the song has 

connections to something that happened in 2022, even though the song was released in 2018. 

 

Revile us, your progeny 

Our hardships and comforts 

The intellectual cares not 

For the approval of the fool 

Revile us, your future 

 

“Our hardships and comforts” refers to the problems and victories the queer people face in day-to-

day life. With the connection to the previous lines, the narrator might call for the critics to 

aggressively criticize them. On its own this seems strange, but considering the following two lines, 

where the narrator places them above these critics, dividing them into intellectuals (the narrator’s 

side) and the fools (the critics), shows that this criticism will not have any real effects on the queer 

people. This is because the criticism that comes from these “fools” is purposefully spread lies, 

based on misinformation, or fear of what one does not understand.  
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Considering how much of the problems the queer community face are not caused by themselves, 

but instead they stem from the legislation and anti-LGBTQ bills, such as the early 2022 bill in 

Florida, called Parental Rights in Education and dubbed as the “Don’t Say Gay bill” by democrats 

of the USA and LGBTQ activists. It aims to prohibit sexual orientation education in kindergarten 

through to third grade and allowing parents to sue teachers who teach the subject matter. The final 

line of the verse calls back to the first one, this time replacing “progeny with future”, focusing on 

the fact that the children of these critics are the future, as eventually these older people will die and 

leave the everything on the hands of their descendants. It could also be understood as these 

prejudicial ideas will be left to the past, which in this case would be the current day. 

 

Withering in meaningless conflict, drowning diversity 

In the shallow pool called homogeny 

In the shallow pool called homogeny 

In the shallow pool called homogeny 

 

The fourth verse consists of two different lines, with the latter repeated thrice. The starting line, 

“withering in meaningless conflict, drowning diversity”, refers to the debating on the rights and 

disregarding of the queer people by people outside of the LGBTQ communities. Instead of trying to 

advance equality and equity, as progress towards them has been advancing steadily, albeit slowly, 

during the past decades, they instead focus their effort on trivial or otherwise superficial things 

regarding queer people. “Drowning diversity” is rather self-explanatory, as with the so-called 

culture war against LGTBQ rights obviously is an attempt to reduce the number of LGBTQ people 

and trying to prevent others from identifying as such. The repeated line shifts focus on the 

shallowness of the cultural homogeneity, that the oppressors of the LGBTQ wish for, as it can be 

argued that without queer identifying people, the gender and sex expressions would be very 

shallow. 

 

Cattle Decapitation continues with religious connections that are still prevalent in modern day 

LGBTQ topics. While most of the song focuses on the violent actions the main character of the 

song, a serial killer kidnapper, performs upon his victims, similar themes are present as the previous 

songs. The second verse of their song is as follows: 
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A tradition so ancient that evolution will circumvent 

Hell-bent on ideals instilled since birth 

A price on life, the flesh's worth 

 

The verse critiques the set of values bigoted people often have. A culture of hatred often begins 

early in life, usually inherited from parents. “Evolution will circumvent” is about LGBTQ 

acceptance and how generally people have become and will become more accepting to lifestyles 

and gender identities outside of what certain people consider normal, meaning heteronormative. The 

third line ponders the worth of a person, focusing on the body instead of the whole person. 

Discriminatory people often focus their dislike of queers on the fact that often queer people, 

especially transwomen and transmen, undergo surgeries to feel better in their bodies. They see this 

as mutilating instead. There is hypocrisy in this kind of thinking, as things such as childhood 

circumcision is seen as mutilation as well, especially for girls, as it offers no benefits. It is also 

usually performed without consent, as children cannot give consent to such things. 

 

Somewhere in this organism's development 

A separate path taken, possible defect awakened 

Some feel it was simply a choice and use morality 

To strengthen their voice 

 

The third verse concerns the differences in transgendered people’s minds, trying to find out what 

makes them transgender. This is a problematic part for multiple reasons. The causes for being 

transgender have been studied for decades and while there is no definitive answer to it, the usual 

suggestions are differences in parts of brain. Still, “a clear pattern accompanied by consistent 

structural changes is still to be found.” (Frigario & Ballerini, et al., 2021) The last two lines of the 

verse describe how some bigoted people think that being transgender is just a choice and try to use 

morality, often in the form of passages from Bible to justify and reinforce their thought processes.  
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4.2 Juridical issues 

This section of the analysis has the most overlap with other sections and all songs are featured here. 

This comes as a no surprise, as in LGBTQ-friendly countries bigotry still exists even in such places 

as governmental bodies. Sometimes things such as changing gender marker in passport and other 

official documents can be very time-consuming, difficult, or even impossible in some countries. For 

example, in the first half of 2022 United States introduced X gender marker in passports, which 

means “unspecified or another gender identity” (Blinken, 2022). Considering how much these 

things have been talked about in media, the changes still happen slowly. Whether this is caused by 

regressing ideals, fear of change, or something completely different, is a topic for debate. 

 

The song Panic Defence by the band Pupil Slicer focuses on the concept of “panic defense” and 

how a murderer kills a presumed LGBTQ person. Panic defense is a legal strategy and a theory, 

more often known as gay panic defense, that originates from early 20th century psychiatrist and 

politician Edward Kempf. In the book Sex, Sexuality, Law and (In)justice (Fradella & Summer, 

2016), Jayn von Delden writes about Kempf’s theory: 

 

The theory suggests that an internal fear of being, or being perceived as, homosexual could 

create a severe psychological conflict in an individual who also experiences homoerotic desires. 

That conflict could lead to panic in severe cases resulting in personality dissociation that 

provokes aggressive automatic responses similar to those provoked by sense of impending 

violent aggression or death. (p. 453)  

 

The theory was repurposed into a criminal defense strategy, and it is sometimes used against 

different members of the LGBTQ, such as transgendered people. When the victim is a 

transgendered person, often a transwoman, the theory is known as trans panic defense. Delden 

(2016) mentions how trans panic defense differs from gay panic defense, as the defendant (which 

has been almost always a male) engages in sexual activity with the victim, thinking that they are a 

cisgender woman (cisgender meaning a person whose gender identity matches their assigned gender 

at birth) and going into an uncontrollable state of rage, usually ending in violent aggression towards 

the victim, sometimes to the point of the victim’s death. It is also debated whether panic is the true 

cause for the aggression in a reasonable person, resulting in some scholars suggesting the name rage 
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defense instead. The usage of panic or rage defenses have greatly diminished in the 21st century, as 

hate-crime laws have given protection to the usual victims, and in almost every single case, the 

perpetrator of panic defense has claimed deviant intentions coming from the victim, effectively 

blaming the victim for the violence (Fradella & Summer 2016). 

 

Can't say no, "let me go, get away". 

In confidence you let me in, made me prey. 

"Dearly beloved we are gathered today here to remember a compassionate soul." 

Taken before my time, a killer is walking free. 

 

The opening verse of the song, the narrator, a victim of panic defense aggression, voices their anger 

towards the perpetrator from beyond the grave. The first two lines add the possibility of the 

perpetrator knowing, that the narrator is gay, transgender or otherwise queer, and uses their wish for 

a human contact, whether sexual or not, to isolate them from public, usually in the perpetrator’s or 

the victim’s apartment. The third line is often found in eulogies, confirming that the victim has died 

because of panic defense, and in the final line of the verse affirms that either the panic defense 

worked as a legal strategy, resulting in no punishment for the killer, or the killer was never caught, 

due to neglect by the authorities, for example. 

 

Wretched, inhuman, panic defence. 

Trying to formulate a plan? There's already an out with these loopholes of cruelty. 

Discrimination built into the law. 

 

The words wretched and inhuman either refer to the whole existence of panic defense, or the people 

who try to use as a legal strategy. The latter viewpoint is reinforced by the next line, where the 

perpetrator finds himself in a problematic scene, where it seems he has been caught for his crimes 

and is facing legal ramifications, but realizing that by using panic defense, he can escape any major 

consequences. To our narrator, panic defense even existing as a legal strategy, no matter how 

controversial, is as simple as “discrimination built into the law”.  

 

When put into action, panic defense sometimes works in reducing a defendant’s sentence. A study 

conducted by associate professor W. Carsten Andresen of St. Edward’s University of Austin, Texas, 
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found out that 12 defendants of 99 using gay/trans panic defense had their murder charges reduced 

to manslaughter (Andresen, 2021). However, this study focuses only on cases with either gay men 

or transwomen as victims, leaving some minorities like non-binary and transmen outside of it. 

 

Raise the axe, cut them down. 

Face the facts, don't hide the crime. 

Try to insist, plead innocence when the message is clear, won't shed a tear, you're a fucking coward. 

Try to insist, plead innocence when the message is clear, killing through fear. 

 

The finishing verse follows the thoughts of the killer, possibly during the murder and a resulting 

court session. “Raise the axe, cut them down.” might refer to the moment of the murder. The axe 

could refer to the murder weapon, but also to the thought process of the killer when used in 

connection with “face the facts”. It paints a picture of the killer finally coming into terms with 

himself, his homicidal tendencies, and the fact that he enjoys killing, or at least is addicted to it. 

This is reinforced by the fact that the murder weapon was identified to be a hammer in a previous 

verse. Therefore, the axe is metaphorical rather than an actual axe. “Face the facts, don’t hide the 

crime” can also be read as the perpetrator confessing to his crime of murder in court, trusting the 

panic defense to reduce or even acquit him of any charges. Third way to understand the line is the 

narrator trying to communicate with the killer, telling him that instead of hiding behind a panic or a 

rage defense, he should just come clean about his homicidal tendencies and suffer the 

consequences. 

 

The last two similar lines continue the moments in court. The killer pleads panic defense, even if 

the evidence points otherwise, and he will not cry nor show any kind of real remorse. The narrator 

calls him a coward for this, stating that his actions are obviously compelled by bigotry and fear, 

possibly of being homosexual or being perceived as one. This distinction is often used against both 

gay men and transwomen, as within bigoted views, having sex with a transwoman is equal to 

having sex with a cis man, if not outright calling transwomen just men in women’s clothes. 
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Iskra deals with the subject matter of this section in their song too. Verses seven, eight and nine 

bring about more juridical problems, even naming the then-current Bush administration of the 

United States. 

 

The Bush administration 

Spearheading a campaign of hate 

Derailing progressive ideas 

Promoting a tyrannical state. 

 

Issuing regulations 

Furthering discrimination 

Constitutional amendments 

Making queer illegal throughout the nation. 

 

Benefits stripped from workers 

Involved in same sex unions 

Anti gay propaganda in the schools 

More deranged conclusions 

 

During the younger Bush’s presidency, the USA did multiple attacks on different Middle Eastern 

countries on the guise of oil or war on terrorism, fueled by the American vitriol and bloodlust after 

the 9/11 attacks, and backed the ban of same-sex marriage in constitution. However, he also 

endorsed civil unions, contrary to what the conservative Republican party hoped for, so despite 

what Iskra here states, he did not make “queer illegal throughout the nation”. These lines can also 

refer to the older Bush, George H.W. Bush, who was the president of the USA from 1989 to 1993, 

during the AIDS epidemic, who was less friendly towards the LGBTQ people. Larry Kramer, who 

was an AIDS/HIV-activist, told The Washington Blade, an LGBTQ newspaper, that “he hated us” 

(Johnson, 2016). Both Bush administrations were heavily criticized for their lack of actions against 

the epidemic, and it had devastating results: by the end of H.W. Bush’s term, the leading cause of 

death for men aged 25-44 was HIV (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 1993). 
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The next two verses continue with the governmental and political critique, with callbacks to these 

Bush legislations and comments. “Anti-gay propaganda in the schools” refers to the anti-LGBT 

curriculum laws in the USA, some of which are still to this day in action. Though many states have 

dropped these during the years and lessened discrimination against LGBTQ youth in schools, there 

are states that have written new laws as recently as recently as 2022, such as the previously 

mentioned “Don’t Say Gay” bill. In almost every single case, these states are so-called “red states”, 

referring to the fact that they are majorly republican voters, which is a direct callback to the earlier 

verses, regarding religious right-wing attitudes against queer people. 

 

4.3 Violence  

Queer people suffer from violence more than the average heteronormative person. A study 

conducted by Flores et al. (2020) suggests that a LGBTQ person is four times more likely to be a 

victim of a violent crime. By describing this violence in the lyrics, the bands here try to pique the 

interest of an average fan of heavy metal music.  

 

Cattle Decapitation has a lot of violent content in their lyrics, as grindcore bands usually do. In the 

song Forced Gender Reassignment, the violence is also used as a tool to convey the possibly very 

painful and dangerous procedures transgendered people go through in trying to fit in with their 

gender identities. It is also a bit different from the usual, as the victim in the song is not a LGBTQ 

person, but someone bigoted towards the LGBTQ. In the full lyrics, there are extremely morbid and 

distressing descriptions of the violations, but to keep a focus on the LGBTQ themes, only verses I 

have deemed relevant will be analyzed here. 

 

Welcome to forced gender dysphoria 

How does it feel to be a woman now and not a man? 

 

"Unnatural and unclean 

Lord, please forgive them as this is not what they mean 

Are you there and are you listening? 

Why would you even let this happen to me?" 
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While these events of verses seven and eight are between the actual violent acts, which end up 

killing the victims, the narrator taunts them before continuing. Inquiring about “forced gender 

dysphoria”, he taunts the victims not with only physical violence, but mental. Gender dysphoria 

varies a lot from person to person, so it is very likely that such a forceful operation causes great 

mental anguish. 

For some people, this might raise a question: does the narrator or the songwriter, Travis Ryan of the 

band, think that genitals equal to gender? If we consider the lyrical content of the band, which 

includes heavy societal commentary, answering yes to both would be wrong. Instead, the narrator 

(and possibly Ryan) uses the victim’s viewpoint against them, as bigoted people often equal 

biological genitals to sex and gender identity. This is reinforced by the next verse, which is a 

monologue performed by the victim, calling out for the help of a god, very likely the Christian god. 

They also refer to themselves “unnatural and unclean”, pointing out the discriminatory views they 

have of transgendered people. 

 

Shut up and take it 

Just accept your new life 

Look at it this way 

You'll make a dashing wife 

 

In this verse, the narrator directly confronts the victim, using similar words some transgendered 

people might hear from those not accepting of their gender identity. Using wording such as “but 

you are so pretty” or the equivalent “you are so handsome” can be seen as an attempt to appeal to 

their looks and body and how the “naturalness” will be lost, and their hoped gender identity is not 

“natural and clean”, much like the victim’s pleas in the earlier verse displays. Just like in the 

previous paragraph, words can be violence and are sometimes used as a justification for attacking 

transgendered people. 
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Violence is also featured in Iskra’s song. 

 

Canada has taken steps to redefine the laws of marriage 

Same sex unions are now possible throughout the nation. 

Yet popular anti-gay sentiment exists on our streets to this day 

One third of lesbians and gays are victims of violent aggression. 

 

In the opening verse, violence towards lesbians and gays is mentioned, stating that one third of them 

have suffered from violent aggression. While it is difficult to find out what source the band itself 

has used, an infographic released by Canadian Centre for Justice and Community Safety Statistics 

in 2020, revealed that in 2018, “Excluding violence committed by an intimate partner, six in ten 

(59%) sexual minority Canadians had been physically or sexually assaulted since age 15- “(Jaffray, 

2020). Whether this implies that violence towards the sexual minorities has doubled in 14 years or 

that people are more likely to report to authorities about the violence and they are registered more, 

is a topic of debate. One could be inclined to say that there is less violence due to legislations and 

people being more open about their non-heteronormativity, but a report by Statistics Canada seem 

to prove otherwise (Statistics Canada, 2021). 

 

Heavily present in the previous section, Pupil Slicer also feature a lot of violence towards the 

LGBTQ, as it is one of the main points of critique in the song itself. Many of the other verses also 

deal with the subject matter and could be featured here, but this verse is the most descriptive and 

probably the most violent of the song.  

 

The second verse of Panic Defence references the panic defense in action and how the perpetrator 

feels shame for engaging in sexual activity with the victim and blaming it for the crime he is about 

to commit. In a gruesome turn, the perpetrator becomes addicted to killing while he maims the 

victim. 
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Begging, trying to escape, crawling drenched in blood of my own innocence. 

Innocence not considered. 

Dearly, now departed. 

"Not a bad fuck, but they weren't human." 

Tried it out, grab a hammer. 

Claims of a "Shameful, internal conflict." 

Strike again, become addicted. 

 

Here the narrator describes a macabre scene, where they beg for their life and trying to escape, 

while being covered in their own blood. Despite the begging and pleads for innocence, the 

perpetrator decides to kill the victim, which is followed by a callback to the eulogy discussed in the 

previous section. The perpetrator further dehumanizes the victim, while commenting on the sexual 

activity they had before in a surprisingly good manner and proceeds on killing the victim with a 

hammer. 

 

4.4 Metaphors 

Metaphors are rather commonly used in lyrics, as dysphoria is a very personal feeling, and it can be 

difficult to put into words. Comparing mind and body of self to something else, such as machinery, 

is an example that will be brought up in one of the songs. 

 

In the thirteenth verse of Acceptance Not Tolerance, Iskra continues aiming their aggression 

towards bigotry: 

 

No peace for those who will perpetuate cycles of hate 

Its time to take a stand against the offenses they create. 

 

 

“Cycle of hate” creates an image of hate and bigotry that is not constant. Instead, it cycles. One way 

to analyze this is that people vote for politicians who are more tolerant towards the LGBTQ 

community, which creates more bigotry as the less accepting people voice their intolerant stances, 

who then gain support from similar bigoted people and then they might end up getting “the power”, 
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as a politician or something similar. Another way to analyze this is bigoted upbringing by parents. 

Often parents share their prejudices and bigotry to their children. While sometimes their children 

accept their views, there are cases where the children find themselves to be a part of those 

minorities, creating problematic and possibly unsafe environments for their upbringing. This also 

has a positive effect on the parents, who end up changing from their bigoted ways. 

 

Returning to the opening verse from Thou’s song, we can see wordplay and eccentric lyricism, 

which is a staple in their works. 

 

We are vast unknowable beings 

Without the confines of your perception 

Our gender is disorder 

Our sexuality is transgression and transience 

Shape shifting through life 

To navigate the trench of sex and design 

 

The following line “Our sexuality is transgression and transience” features wordplay, with both the 

words “transgression” and “transience” starting with “trans.” The message becomes “Our sexuality 

is trans.” Transgression is defined as the act of transgressing, the violation of a law or a command, 

which in this context can be understood as an act against the law (same-sex activity and transgender 

rights have been under scrutiny in the USA) or possibly against a biblical command of some sort, 

bringing back the usage of passages from Bible to deny LGBTQ rights. Transience is defined as a 

quality that is temporal, meaning the line “Our sexuality is transience” can be understood in such a 

manner that a transgender person, in this case a non-binary person, does not permanently try to 

categorize their sexuality and therefore it is only temporary. Other way to interpret this line is on a 

grander scale, where humanity is temporary, as the current human existence and history is a mere 

speck in the timescale of the universe, therefore worrying about such feeble things is useless. 

Considering the general theme of the song, the former is more likely. 

 

The final two lines of the first verse deal with the non-standardized way of non-binary living, 

referring the whole experience as a shapeshifting. To call sexual activity, the self-image of one’s 
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sex and the design, highly likely referring to the human anatomy, a trench is a strong choice. 

Trenches are often only associated with wars, if not recent then at least wars of the past, such as the 

world wars, and are often tight places with only two ways of moving, forward, and back. One way 

to read this is that the heteronormative understanding of sex is that there are only two, male and 

female, therefore only two ways one can move in, just like in a trench. When considering the 

shapeshifting from the previous line, the restrictions of a trench become more trivial. Trench can 

also refer to the inner conflict and acceptance a queer person can have inside when considering their 

self-image, gender, and sexuality. Often it can manifest as a war, therefore calling it a trench is 

suitable. 

 

The final and longest part of the song uses similar wording and repeating to slowly close out the 

song.  

 

Yours is lost in the lapse of time 

Ours is limitless form 

Yours is lost in the lapse of time 

Ours is limitless choice 

Yours is the decaying corpse whose stench is lost in the lapse of time 

Ours is painful, victorious birth of limitless form 

Yours is the decaying corpse whose stench is lost in the lapse of time 

Ours is painful, victorious birth of limitless choice 

 

The first four lines compares something of “ours” to something of “yours”. It is not explicitly 

mentioned, but considering the context of the song, it is highly likely to be gender identity. “Yours 

is lost in the lapse of time” references how the “classic” gender identities of only male and female 

are archaic and will someday be an artifact of times long gone, and how “our gender identities” are 

not confined by anything but the choice of an individual. The difference between form and choice 

in this context is small, even if the words themselves mean very different things. 

 

The final four lines are like the four before them, with some descriptive words added. The old 

gender identities are further belittled, while the modern way of gender expression is celebrated. 
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However, there is a mention of pain: Ours is painful, victorious birth of limitless form. This can be 

understood that freedom of gender identity and expression are not established easily and without 

problems. The struggles to finally achieve equality is a constant uphill battle for queer people, as 

bigotry will probably never be eradicated, but considering that general acceptance usually is on the 

rise. 

 

The first verse of Forced Gender Reassignment by Cattle Decapitation is as follows: 

 

Fear breeds contempt in the heart of a man 

One has to question this common trait 

Why do we hate what we don't understand? 

Forced into a body and damned with intelligence 

Shoved into a soul, wired with circuitry you cannot control 

 

The song starts with contemplation, as why is it a common trait to dislike or hate things one has no 

understanding of, while mentioning that contempt only adds to this hate. The latter part of the verse 

describes body dysphoria of a transgender person. There is an uncommon angle: comparing 

intelligence and soul, placing the human psyche on both. The human body is referred to as being 

“wired with circuitry”, comparing it to a machine of some sort, which critiques the human cost of 

living on earth, which is a common theme in Cattle Decapitation’s lyrics. The line can also be 

understood as trying to make sense of human mind. Since it is almost impossible to explain what 

the mind is and how transgender people’s minds might be different, a metaphor of machines, wires, 

and circuitry is an effective one. 
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5. Discussion and findings 

The research question asked how are queer elements present in extreme metal lyrics, and the 

analysis found that certain themes are often discussed in the lyrics, even if the bands are very 

different from each other and do not have any connections to each other. Topics such as violence 

towards LGBTQ people, juridical issues, and how non-LGBTQ people might view LGBTQ people 

are commonly used in the lyrics. The analysis also found that there are multiple ways of using queer 

elements. Some bands are very direct on their approach, such as Iskra and Cattle Decapitation, 

while Thou is indirect, masking the themes with obscure and uncommon words.  

 

All the four analyzed song lyrics have a drastically different approach to queer elements and all of 

them provide meaningful commentary. They manage to bring light into the struggles, successes, 

discrimination, and celebration the LGBTQ people face in everyday life. Whether the band has 

queer members or if they have studied these issues at all can be seen in the analysis, and bands like 

Thou make use of it in such an eccentric manner, that they have staying power outside of the 

societal commentary too. The wide array of extreme metal music genres offers many ways to 

approach queer elements, and while the four songs here are vastly different from each other, it is 

only a splash in the ocean that is metal music genres.  

 

Lyric analysis, especially of such a distinct style of queer elements in extreme metal, is uncommon 

and a rather new phenomenon. There is little to no academic research in a similar manner, so it is 

difficult to compare this analysis to any previous research. I do not have any extensive experience 

in lyric analysis, nor have I studied it at all. But this is not necessarily a bad thing, rather it offers an 

opportunity for very personal readings of these lyrics and an analysis, that is not lead by thought 

processes created by someone else. Therefore, another person might interpret these lyrics in a very 

different manner.  This is something that should be kept in mind while considering the validity of 

the findings of this analysis. If a writer of a song featured in this thesis would state that the song 

means something completely else and that the analysis is wrong, one could argue that the findings 

are not valid. However, the meanings of song lyrics are mostly considered to be subjective, and 

outside of very edge cases, songwriters do not usually try to deny different takes on the meanings of 

their lyrics. Another important aspect is the fact that all the songs analyzed here are in some manner 

related to queer topics, whether the themes are explicitly about queer topics or a bandmember has 

clear queer background. 
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The research question offers no single correct way to answer it, and the analysis offers a complete 

answer in my own style. This thesis may be useful for other researchers interested in LGBTQ 

topics, lyric analysis, queer lifestyle, and (extreme) metal music. For further research, it would be 

interesting to compare an extreme metal album with LGBTQ themes to an album of a different 

genre that also has clear LGBTQ themes. For example, Thou’s Magus could be compared to a 

modern queer pop album. Another research possibility would be focused on the writers of these 

lyrics, such as how they came up with these ideas, the writing process, and possible meanings the 

writers themselves set for the lyrics. These would be important for the study of lyric analysis, 

especially considering how rare the studies on queer elements in metal music are. 
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Appendix A. Full lyrics to each song 

Full lyrics to each analyzed song and writers if known. 

Cattle Decapitation – Forced Gender Reassignment (2012) Written by Travis Ryan.  

Fear breeds contempt in the heart of a man 

One has to question this common trait 

Why do we hate what we don't understand? 

Forced into a body and damned with intelligence 

Shoved into a soul, wired with circuitry you cannot control 

 

A tradition so ancient that evolution will circumvent 

Hell-bent on ideals instilled since birth 

A price on life, the flesh's worth 

 

Somewhere in this organism's development 

A separate path taken, possible defect awakened 

Some feel it was simply a choice and use morality 

To strengthen their voice 

 

For this rather Christian indoctrination 

We have such sights to show you 

The gimp shall get to know you motherfucking biblically 

It's bound in human leather 

Desensitized, its sanity weathered 

To the wall your arms and legs are tethered 

Say hello to your new gender 

 

First we start with your private parts 

Snip cremaster, your testes fall apart 

Pain makes you faint as I slit your taint 

While you're unconscious I just wait 

Now you're awake, just in time as I make this incision 

The next step in your sex revision 
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A slice up the shaft and around the corona 

Unsheathed penile muscle exposing the urethra 

 

Welcome to forced gender dysphoria 

How does it feel to be a woman now and not a man? 

 

"Unnatural and unclean 

Lord, please forgive them as this is not what they mean 

Are you there and are you listening? 

Why would you even let this happen to me?" 

 

Shut up and take it 

Just accept your new life 

Look at it this way 

You'll make a dashing wife 

 

As for your new husband 

We had to perform a hysterectomy 

But we managed to save your penis 

And stapled it to her pubis 

 

In order to elude tissue rejection 

For seven days she must avoid erections 

Since we grafted glands to make a clitoris 

These operations are always hit or miss 

An evolution of the self-destructing human parasite 

A revolution, an advancement of human technology 

A dissection of the birth-given sexual organs 

A solution to the world's overpopulation 

 

Now for the fun part, I introduce this 

My new Cradle of Judas 

Perineal puncturing device also juices 
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The fruit of the human as force is applied 

Grinding and winding intestines and inside 

Around it like a drill bit 

Turns anatomy into 

A visceral swill grating, excavating and making 

Its way through the body like a bore 

Finding its way out the mouth, announcing the gore 

 

Iskra - Acceptance Not Tolerance (2004) 

Canada has taken steps to redefine the laws of marriage 

Same sex unions are now possible throughout the nation. 

Yet popular anti-gay sentiment exists on our streets to this day 

One third of lesbians and gays are victims of violent aggression. 

 

Why are you threatened 

By one’s choice of lover? 

You say it is morally inferior 

For the same sex to love another. 

 

Your hatred affirms your values 

Taught by faith-based institutions. 

Your hatred is the result 

Of myths and illusions. 

 

Many have eyes but cannot see 

Bigotry is a product of our society. 

Prejudiced value systems 

Imposed by religious orthodoxy. 

 

The right wing openly denounce queer 

Creating a culture of distrust and fear. 

State parties sanctioning xenophobia 

Promoting their supremacist utopia. 
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Gays and lesbians are a ‘threat to innocent children’ 

Gays and lesbians are ‘rampant with disease’ 

Gays and lesbians are ‘corrupting society’ 

Gays and lesbians are ‘the same as murderers and thieves’ 

 

The Bush administration 

Spearheading a campaign of hate 

Derailing progressive ideas 

Promoting a tyrannical state. 

 

Issuing regulations 

Furthering discrimination 

Constitutional amendments 

Making queer illegal throughout the nation. 

 

Benefits stripped from workers 

Involved in same sex unions 

Anti gay propaganda in the schools 

More deranged conclusions 

 

Who gave these bastards power? 

Why do they control our lives? 

What gives them the right to judge? 

How long do we tolerate their lies? 

 

Decent human beings must put a stop to this misery. 

Equality and respect is crucial to our vision of a 

future society. 

 

No tolerance for the bigotry of homophobes. 

No tolerance for the violence they uphold. 
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No peace for those who will perpetuate cycles of hate 

Its time to take a stand against the offenses they create. 

 

Freedom to love. 

Freedom to live. 

 

Irrational suspicion or hatred is the threat to innocent children. 

Extreme hostility via ignorance is the rampant disease. 

Discrimination based on sexual orientation or identity is morally corrupt. 

Those who promote homophobia are the murderers and thieves. 

 

Pupil Slicer – Panic Defence (2021) Written by Luke Fabian, Kate Davies, and Josh Andrews 

 

Can't say no, "let me go, get away". 

In confidence you let me in, made me prey. 

"Dearly beloved we are gathered today here to remember a compassionate soul." 

Taken before my time, a killer is walking free. 

 

Begging, trying to escape, crawling drenched in blood of my own innocence. 

Innocence not considered. 

Dearly, now departed. 

"Not a bad fuck, but they weren't human." 

Tried it out, grab a hammer. 

Claims of a "Shameful, internal conflict." 

Strike again, become addicted. 

 

Wretched, inhuman, panic defence. 

 

Trying to formulate a plan? There's already an out with these loopholes of cruelty. 

Discrimination built into the law. 

 

Raise the axe, cut them down. 

Face the facts, don't hide the crime. 
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Try to insist, plead innocence when the message is clear, won't shed a tear, you're a fucking coward. 

Try to insist, plead innocence when the message is clear, killing through fear. 

 

Thou – Transcending Dualities (2018)  

 

We are vast unknowable beings 

Without the confines of your perception 

Our gender is disorder 

Our sexuality is transgression and transience 

Shape shifting through life 

To navigate the trench of sex and design 

 

Revile us, your progeny 

Our hardships and comforts 

The intellectual cares not 

For the approval of the fool 

Revile us, your future 

 

We are vast unknowable beings 

Without the confines of your perception 

Our gender is disorder 

Our sexuality is transience and transgression 

Shape shifting through life 

To navigate the trench of sex and desire 

 

Withering in meaningless conflict, drowning diversity 

In the shallow pool called homogeny 

In the shallow pool called homogeny 

In the shallow pool called homogeny 

 

Yours is lost in the lapse of time 

Ours is limitless form 

Yours is lost in the lapse of time 
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Ours is limitless choice 

Yours is the decaying corpse whose stench is lost in the lapse of time 

Ours is painful, victorious birth of limitless form 

Yours is the decaying corpse whose stench is lost in the lapse of time 

Ours is painful, victorious birth of limitless choice 

 

 


